My teacher’s name is Ms. Deppe and I appreciate her very much.
I love Ms. Deppe because she is always happy! She is always smiling and
laughing. Also she likes to joke around with us and she loves Disney!
I appreciate her because she reads to the class a lot. Mostly she
reads Mary- Kate and Ashley mysteries. Ms. Deppe always leaves us in
suspense. After one chapter each day she slowly puts her book mark in
and the whole class yells NOOOOOO! Then she says I’ll read…
tomorrow. Last year in first grade we did Friday treats. If you were
good all that week on Friday you would get a small treat. When Ms.
Deppe reads to us I think that’s like a Friday treat but every day.
That’s even better!!!!
Ms. Deppe does Text Talk. Text Talk is when your teacher reads
a story to the class and there are some hard words in it. The next day
she goes over three new words. Firs she explains the word to us. Next
she gives us an example and we say the word if the example makes
sense. Last Ms. Deppe gives us sentences and we have to fill in the
ending like I was dumbfounded when… Sometimes Ms. Deppe uses
Disney things for Text Talk examples. Ms. Deppe has helpers. Helpers
are little jobs that student have around the classroom. One helper that
my class has is paper passer they pass out or collect papers. Another
helper is boards they erases the boards. Last there is messenger and
tales. The messenger delivers things to the nurse, the office, and to
other classrooms and tables washes the tables after my class eats
lunch. I really have the best teacher in the world!!!!!!!!!!!
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